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This picture shows a pupil looking at an oil canvas
entitled “Self-Portrait” by Pablo Picasso during an
exhibition “Picasso Birth of a Genius” at an art
gallery in Beijing.

People visiting an exhibition named “Picasso Birth of a Genius” at an art gallery in Beijing.

A woman looks at the artwork entitled “Head of Woman” by Pablo
Picasso at an art gallery in Beijing. — AFP photos

This aerial picture shows a 600 meters long installation by French land artist SAYPE entitled ‘Beyong Walls’ representing hands joined together in support to the SOS Mediterranean migrant association, set up at Paris’ landmark Champs de Mars
gardens in front of the Eiffel Tower. — AFP photos

Bidders, lend them your ear! The gun Vincent van
Gogh is believed to have killed himself with will hit
the auction block in Paris next week, according to

reports. The weather-worn revolver - dubbed “the most
famous weapon in art history”- is expected to fetch up to
$67,000 when it goes up for sale June 19, according to the
Antiques Trade Gazette. The tortured artist, known for
masterpieces such as “Starry Night” and “Sunflowers,” is
said to have borrowed the 7 mm Lefaucheux revolver from
an innkeeper in southern France in July 1890.

In a nearby field, Van Gogh shot himself in the stomach
then managed to stagger back to his room at the inn, his-
torians say, according to news.artnet.com. He died three

days later from injuries - and the gun was later returned to
the inn by a farmer, who found it in a field decades later,
according to news.artnet.com. The innkeeper’s family will
now sell the morbid treasure, which has never before been
up for grabs, the outlet reported.

The gun’s expected value is based on the “celebrity of
the artist, the likelihood that it is the weapon of the sui-
cide, and the interest we feel it can raise,” a rep for the
auctioneer, AuctionArt, told the outlet. But some art his-
torians have recently speculated that Van Gogh was in
fact killed by accident by two boys playing with the gun
in the field. — nypost.com

Born to a wild father and captive mother, nearly
one-year-old twin pandas roll on the grass in a
conservation base in southwest China, marking

an important achievement in the preservation of the
country’s beloved animal. Pandas are listed as a vul-
nerable species, but conservation efforts have helped
reduce their danger of extinction. The pair, named
Hehe (meaning Harmony, pronounced Huh-huh) and
Meimei (Happiness, pronounced May-may), were
taken out of a dormitory on a bright sunny day this
week to gulp milk and munch bamboo in front of
some 100 visitors.

After eating, the cubs tumbled on the grass and
played on a swing before they were returned to their
cool dormitory for a noon nap. The birth of Hehe and
his younger sister Meimei, on July 25 last year in the
Hetaoping panda base , was a success in China’s
attempt to introduce genes of wild pandas into the
captive population. The achievement was recognized
by Guinness World Records on Wednesday. The
twins now live in the Shenshuping panda base in

Sichuan province, with 70 other pandas. There is a
50 percent chance for panda parents to produce
twins, but making Hehe and Meimei was “very
tough”, said Liu Xiaoqiang, head of the Hetaoping
panda base animal management department.

It took their mother more than a month to mate
with a wild male after she was taken to a wild panda
habitat. There was no human interference during the
mating process. “The genetic diversity of the captive
population is still quite limited, so we need to intro-
duce some fresh blood from the wild,” Liu told AFP.
The birth of the twins is “a big step forward” in
enriching genetic diversity and the success will allow
researchers to make similar attempts in the future,
Liu added. Hehe weighs a robust 20.2 kilograms, and
Meimei a healthy 17.6 kilos.

Giant pandas typically reach 100 kilograms when
they are mature, said Li Feng, head of Shenshuping’s
panda kindergarten management department. Li has
been taking care of pandas for almost 15 years and
has raised more than 100 cubs. She knows the names
of all the pandas in the conservation center by heart,
and can easily distinguish between Hehe and Meimei:
the bigger brother has an irregular swirl on his pink
nose, while the sister has a round face.

Hehe is a notorious troublemaker, famous for eat-
ing extraordinarily fast and stealing everyone else’s
food-except his sister’s. Meimei, on the other hand, is
very quiet and loves to follow her handlers around. “I
hope they can... grow up strongly, healthily and hap-
pily,” Li Feng said, “so when they mature, they can
bring more babies to our panda family.”— AFP

The largest Picasso exhibition ever held in China
opened yesterday, featur ing more than 100
works-many of them from the artist’s early years.

The “Birth of a Genius” exhibition brings together the
best of the Picasso Museum Paris, Laurent Le Bon, the
museum’s president told AFP. Featured works include
paintings, sculptures and drawings, and are accompa-
nied by photos of the young Pablo in Barcelona and
Paris. The first Picasso exhibition in China was held in
1983, timed to coincide with a Beijing visit by then
French president Francois Mitterrand. Just 33 pieces of
art were put on display.

This year’s exhibition, which runs until September 1 at
the UCCA Center for Contemporary Art in Beijing, focuses
on the artist’s first 30 years. “We have tried to show the

great masterpieces like the blue Self Portrait, for example,
that hardly ever leave the museum, and display them
alongside a more multidisciplinary Picasso,” Le Bon said.

The Spanish artist’s “blue period” from 1901 to 1904,
which focused especially on the poor and marginalized,
such as prostitutes and drunks, features prominently in
the selected works, added exhibition curator Emilia
Philippot. “These are very political subjects in a way,”
she said. Transporting all the works to China brought its
own challenges. The insurers for the works, which are
valued at more than 800 million euros ($900 million)
insisted that the pieces travel on seven separate planes,
the organizers said. — AFP

A revolver believed to be the gun Dutch 19th century painter Vincent Van Gogh would have used to kill himself on 27 July 1890
is on public display at Paris’ Drouot auction house before it goes under the hammer later today. — AFP 


